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Abstract
In recent years, a large number of monolayer-protected clusters (MPCs) has been studied by means of single crystal structure characterization. A central aspect of research on MPCs is the correlation of their interesting optical properties with structural features and the formulation of a theoretical framework that allows interpretation of their unique properties. For this, superatom and jellium models have been proven successful. Little attention, however, has been paid to the influence of the protecting ligands. Here, we investigate the effect of changes in \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18-\alpha}(\text{SR}')_{\alpha}]\), where SR’ represents a para-substituted thiophenolate derivative (SPh-4-X). We computed the first hyperpolarizabilities, screening a broad range of substituents X. For \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{17}(\text{SR}')_{1}]\) clusters, significant first hyperpolarizabilities were calculated, spanning two orders of magnitude depending on X. A strong dependence on the electron-donating/withdrawing properties of the substituent was found for para-substituted thiophenol ligands. Protonation of amine substituents leads to a change from donor to acceptor substitution, leading to a record setting contrast for nonlinear optical proton sensing. Furthermore, ‘push/pull’ systems were considered where both an acceptor and a donor ligand were positioned at opposite ends of the cluster. This induces significant increase of the first hyperpolarizability through charge transfer. Overall, our results indicate that the right choice of ligand can significantly impact the (nonlinear) optical properties of MPCs. This adds a new component to the cluster chemist’s toolbox.
**Introduction**

Monolayer-protected metal clusters (MPCs) are intriguing compounds due to their non-scalable geometric and electronic structures, going along with molecule-like properties such as featured absorption and circular dichroism spectra, tunable HOMO-LUMO gaps and magnetic properties.\(^1,2\) While MPCs in general can be prepared with good stability and atomic precision with coinage metals (Cu,\(^3\) Ag,\(^4-11\) Au\(^12-20\)) or alloys of noble metals,\(^21-28\) and different types of ligands have been used (thiolates,\(^29-33\) phosphines,\(^34-37\) selenolates,\(^38-41\) tellurolates,\(^42,43\) acetylides,\(^44-49\) \(N\)-heterocyclic carbenes\(^50\)), thiolate-protected gold clusters still represent by far the most-studied class of MPCs. In the past decade, numerous single x-ray crystal structures containing 18 – 279 gold atoms have been reported,\(^12-14,19,20,51-66\) confirming the atomic precision and monodispersity of these ‘ultrasmall gold nanoparticles’. Notably, small Au:SR clusters do not support a localized surface plasmon resonance, and their absorption spectra are dominated by discrete electronic transitions.

The electronic structure of MPCs can be described with the ‘superatom complex model’, in which valence electrons from the metal form delocalized orbitals that span over the volume of the cluster core. The \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]^-\) cluster is by far the most-investigated Au:SR cluster.\(^67\) Its atomic structure was first experimentally determined by Murray and co-workers (SR: \(\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Ph}\)),\(^13\) confirming a predicted structure.\(^68\) The cluster is composed of an icosahedral \(\text{Au}_{13}\) core that is protected by six \(\text{SR}-\text{Au}-\text{SR}-\text{Au}-\text{SR}\) units in octahedral arrangement, yielding a centrosymmetric structure. Small distortions in the protecting units were ascribed to the bulky counterion (tetraoctylammonium) in the crystal. The neutral species, \(\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}\), does not show this distortion.\(^69\) Recently, Ackerson et al. showed that the cationic cluster, \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]^+\) is distorted due to a Jahn-Teller effect.\(^15\) The basic structural features, however, are conserved in all three oxidation states. Ackerson and co-workers also reported the x-ray structure of a ligand-exchanged derivate of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]^-\).\(^70\) Here, two \(-\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Ph}\) ligands are replaced by \(\text{SPh}-4\text{-Br}\) (\(\text{para}-\text{bromobenzenethiol}\)). While the authors do not exclude selection bias during the crystallization, it is notable that the two exchanged ligands are located at opposite sites of the cluster, thus maintaining the centrosymmetry of the molecule. The electronic structure of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]^-\) can be described as an 8-electron superatom complex with a
superatomic electron configuration of $1S^2|1P^6|1D^0$, where the $1P$ level is triply degenerate and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is a $1D$ state (note that the $1D$ levels are non-degenerate due to the symmetry of the cluster).$^{68,71}$ A theoretical analysis of the electronic structure of $[\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Ph})_{16}(\text{SPh-4-Br})_2]^-$ has not been performed to date, but it is intuitive that the superatomic structure is preserved, with minor modifications due to the SPh-4-Br ligands.

Second- and third-order nonlinear optical techniques are promising tools for deep tissue imaging, due to near-infrared excitation and very localized excitation of the contrast agent.$^{72-75}$ Among these, two-photon excited fluorescence and second-harmonic generation (SHG) are the most prominent nonlinear optical (NLO) effects.$^{76}$ SHG can provide information on local symmetry (and changes thereof), rendering it an interesting method for biological imaging. SHG is a frequency-doubling process in which two photons of given frequency $\omega$ are annihilated during interaction with matter and one photon of doubled frequency $2\omega$ is generated. SHG is a coherent, macroscopic phenomenon. At the molecular level, the analogous process is called Hyper-Rayleigh Scattering (HRS), which can be measured in solution.$^{77,78}$ The efficiency of the process is largely dictated by the molecular first hyperpolarizability $\beta$, a rank-three tensor with 27 components. Even-order NLO processes are symmetry-sensitive, i.e. for each possible point group, a varying number of tensor components is (in)dependent and/or (non)zero. As a rule of thumb, all 27 components are zero in centrosymmetric molecules, thus even-order NLO processes are not allowed in these.

The investigation of NLO properties of MPCs is still in its infancy, and only a few reports on the experimental determination of the first hyperpolarizabilities exist.$^{79-84}$ MPCs have been proposed as multimodal imaging agents for deep tissue multiphoton microscopy applications.$^{85,86}$ This requires careful selection of stable clusters that have large first hyperpolarizabilities for improved contrast in the SHG channel and large two-photon absorption cross-sections in combination with large fluorescence quantum yields for improved contrast in the fluorescence emission channel. Since the properties of MPCs do not scale, this requires rigorous experimental screening of stable clusters. Besides this application-driven need for characterization, NLO techniques are also of interest from a
fundamental point of view, as they might be useful in the determination of electronic structure and the elucidation of the transition from molecular to collective behavior.\textsuperscript{84} This includes studying the effect of the protecting ligand. When restricting ourselves to thiolate-protected gold clusters, we can discriminate between aliphatic and aromatic thiolates, such as 2-phenylethanethiol or hexanethiol, and thiophenol or \textit{para}-mercaptobenzoic acid, respectively.

Noteworthy, surprisingly little attention has been paid to the effect of the ligand on the electronic structure of the MPCs.\textsuperscript{87–89} It is generally accepted that alkylthiolates such as 2-phenylethanethiol can be approximated by methylthiolate (SCH\textsubscript{3}) or even SH in order to speed up DFT calculations. Regarding the first hyperpolarizability, however, we noticed that substitution of SH model ligands by the more realistic SCH\textsubscript{3} already leads to a drastic change in the first hyperpolarizability.\textsuperscript{80} In phosphine-protected gold clusters, a change from PR\textsubscript{2}H to PRPh\textsubscript{3} also leads to a significant change of $\beta_{\text{HRS}}$.\textsuperscript{81} This indicates that second-order nonlinear optical properties might be very sensitive to slight changes in the electronic demand of the ligands. Due to the conjugated systems, changes in substituents of thiophenol derivatives are expected to show a very pronounced effect. For instance, Murray and co-workers showed that the ligand exchange reaction between [Au\textsubscript{25}(SCH\textsubscript{2}CH\textsubscript{2}Ph)\textsubscript{18}]\textsuperscript{0–1} clusters and thiophenol, 4-bromo-thiophenol and selenophenol as incoming ligands is accelerated for the latter two.\textsuperscript{40} This was related to the $pK_a$ of the SH/SeH groups. While it was initially thought that certain clusters that are stable with aliphatic thiolates are not stable when protected with aromatic ones (such as [Au\textsubscript{25}(SR)\textsubscript{18}] and Au\textsubscript{38}(SR)\textsubscript{24} which undergo core size conversion\textsuperscript{51,52,90,91}), it was recently shown that Au\textsubscript{38}(SPh)\textsubscript{24} clusters can indeed be isolated.\textsuperscript{92} The centrosymmetry of the [Au\textsubscript{25}(SR)\textsubscript{18}]\textsuperscript{−} (SR: achiral thiolate) cluster renders the compound inactive second-order nonlinear optical scattering. This was confirmed both experimentally (SHG and HRS)\textsuperscript{80,85} and by DFT calculations\textsuperscript{93} of the static first hyperpolarizability $\beta_0$. The centrosymmetry of the [Au\textsubscript{25}(SR)\textsubscript{18}]\textsuperscript{−} cluster can be broken by either protecting the cluster with chiral ligands, or by isoelectronic substitution of a few gold atoms by silver.\textsuperscript{80} Here, a new strategy for symmetry breaking in the [Au\textsubscript{25}(SR)\textsubscript{18}]\textsuperscript{−} cluster is explored using DFT calculations. We chose to study the mono-substituted [Au\textsubscript{25}(SCH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{17}(SR)\textsubscript{1}]\textsuperscript{−} model system, in which one ligand is replaced by aromatic thiolate
ligands. The symmetry-breaking in $[\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]^+$ clusters due to ligand exchange was suggested earlier.\textsuperscript{93–95} We present a systematic screening of the para-substituent in thiophenol derivatives by means of DFT calculations, proposing a new approach toward designing nonlinear optical responses of MPCs.

**Methods**

Initial guesses for structure optimization were based on the coordinates extracted from the crystal structure of $[\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH_2CH_2Ph})_{16}(\text{SPh-4-Br})_2]^-$ (I) published by Ni et al.\textsuperscript{70} From these coordinates, two model structures were generated, $[\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{17}(\text{SPh})_1]^-$ and $[\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{16}(\text{SPh})_2]^-$ . The structures were optimized and all subsequent initial guesses are based on these. All calculations were carried out using the ADF2016 software package.\textsuperscript{96} All structures were optimized at the Xα/TZP level of theory with medium frozen cores and scalar-relativistic correction (ZORA). The static first hyperpolarizabilities were calculated at the LB94/TZ2P level of theory. The obtained tensor components were orientationally averaged to yield $\beta_{0,HRS}$, the quantity that can be determined experimentally. Details on the method can be found in ref. 93. Linear absorption spectra were calculated at the LB94/TZ2P level, considering the 50 lowest singlet-singlet transitions. The obtained transitions were broadened with Gaussians (0.13 eV FWHM).

**Results and Discussion**

Recently, Ackerson et al. reported the crystal structure of I.\textsuperscript{70} In this cluster, the two SPh-4-Br ligands are found at the ‘core’ site of the SR-Au-SR-Au-SR protecting units (**Figure 1**). The two ligands occupy opposite binding sites in the cluster; this leads to maintained centrosymmetry. Note that Ackerson et al. acknowledge that selection bias during the crystallization may have occurred.
Figure 1. Left: X-ray crystal structure of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Ph})_{16}(\text{SPh-4-Br})_2]\), compound I, (coordinates obtained from ref. 70), the -CH₂CH₂Ph groups and hydrogen atoms were removed for clarity. Middle: Optimized structure of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{17}(\text{SPh-4-Br})_1]\) (compound 7, see text). Right: Optimized structure of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{16}(\text{SPh-4-COOH})_1(\text{SPH-4-NH}_2)_1]\) (compound 16, see text). Au, orange; sulfur, yellow; carbon, gray; hydrogen, white; bromine, red; oxygen, blue; nitrogen, green. The central atom in all clusters is shown as a large sphere.

We begin our discussion with an analysis of the electronic structure of a direct model system of Ackerson’s experimental structure. For this, we chose \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{16}(\text{SPh-4-H})_2]\) (II). The structure was generated from the crystal structure of I, and optimized at the Xα/TZP level of theory. The electronic structure was then calculated in a single point calculation using the LB94/TZ2P formalism. Since the thiophenolate ligands are at opposite ends of the cluster, centrosymmetry is maintained, leading to a first hyperpolarizability of zero (deviations from the expected value are ascribed to either slight distortions in the structure or numerical errors arising from the calculations). The HOMO-LUMO gap of II is 1.28 eV, slightly smaller than of the all-aliphatic \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{18}]\) (1) with a HL gap of 1.349 eV. A single thiophenolate ligand, leading to \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{17}(\text{SPH-4-H})_1]\) (2) leads to a HL gap of 1.321 eV. Thus, with increasing number of aromatic thiolates, the HL-gap of the Au\(_{25}\) cluster decreases (see first entries in Tables 1 and 3; Tlahuice-Flores et al. report a HL gap of 1.16 eV for \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SPh})_{18}]\),\(^{88}\) although this value was obtained using a different code and level of theory. In earlier calculations where the electron withdrawing ligand was approximated as SCH\(_2\)Cl, a constant HL gap was found as the number of electron-withdrawing ligands was increased\(^{97}\). This likely explains why all-aromatic \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SR})_{18}]\) clusters are usually not stable in comparison with aliphatic ligands and undergo core size conversion.\(^{52}\)
computed linear absorption spectra show that the transitions are red-shifted when substituting the \(-\text{SCH}_3\) ligands by thiophenolate (Figure 2). Furthermore, the ligand exchange leads to level splitting, due to the lowered molecular symmetry. The red-shifted features are in good agreement with a recent report on \(\text{Au}_{38}(\text{SPh})_{24}\) clusters, in which the optical spectrum also shows a red-shift of the key absorption features when compared to \(\text{Au}_{38}(\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Ph})_{24}\).\(^{92}\)

![Figure 2. Calculated absorption spectra of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{18}]^+\) (compound I, black trace) and \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{16}(\text{SPh-H})_2]^+\) (compound II, red trace). Upon substitution of two \(-\text{SCH}_3\) ligands by \(-\text{SPh}\), a red-shift in the transitions is observed. Furthermore, the feature at 1.5 eV is split into two signals, likely due to non-degeneracies arising from the lowered symmetry. A new feature at ca. 2.0 eV emerges as well.](image)

**Effect of the Ligand Structure.** A series of model structures with only one aromatic ligand was constructed (the ligands are shown in Scheme 1). The substituent in the para-position was varied to investigate its influence on the (nonlinear) optical properties of the cluster. A range of typical substituents in para-position to the sulfhydryl group was considered (compounds 2 – 11, Table 1). The structures were relaxed at the Xα/TZP level. The static first hyperpolarizability \(\beta_{0,\text{HRS}}\) was then calculated at the LB94/TZ2P level of theory. This method was used in earlier DFT calculations of the first hyperpolarizability of thiolate-protected gold clusters.\(^{80,93}\) For comparison, the \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{18}]^+\) cluster was also considered in the calculations. This cluster is
centrosymmetric and its first hyperpolarizability is zero. All other structures bearing one aromatic ligand have a non-zero static first hyperpolarizability.

**Scheme 1.** Structures of the ten para-substituted thiophenols considered in this work. Top row, left to right: thiophenol, 4-methylthiophenol, 4-tert-butylthiophenol; 4-amino-thiophenol, 4-hydroxy-thiophenol; bottom row: 4-bromo-thiophenol, 4-trifluoromethyl-thiophenol, 4-mercaptobenzoic acid, 4-mercaptobenzaldehyde, 4-nitro-thiophenol.

The obtained values for $\beta_{0,HRS}$ can be grouped into two classes. One set of substituents ($X = H$, CH$_3$, t-Bu, NH$_2$, OH, Br, 2 - 7) leads to first hyperpolarizabilities of ca. $4 - 20 \times 10^{-30}$ esu. The other set of substituents, $X = CO_2H$, CHO and NO$_2$ (9 - 11), yields static first hyperpolarizabilities of ca. $160 - 220 \times 10^{-30}$ esu. This gap is likely related to the electron accepting/withdrawing properties of the substituent. The substituents in the first group are electron-donating groups (EDG), and the substituents in the second groups are electron-withdrawing groups (EWG). The first group can be further categorized into substituents with positive inductive effect (+I: t-Bu > CH$_3$ > H) and positive mesomeric effect (+M: NH$_2$ > OH > Br). The EWG substituents all have a negative mesomeric effect (-M: NO$_2$ > CHO > COOH). The HOMO-LUMO gaps of the two groups are also clearly different: In the electron donating group of substituents, it is close to 1.32 eV (and only slightly smaller than in [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{18}$]$^+\) and in the electron-withdrawing group it is significantly lower (< 1 eV). In-between these groups, $X = CF_3$ (8) as the only pure –I-substituent we tested is found. No more intricate correlation between the HOMO-LUMO gap and first hyperpolarizability is found.
Table 1. HOMO-LUMO gaps (LB94/TZP) of optimized [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-X)$_1$] clusters (Xα/TZP), and their static first hyperpolarizability $\beta_{0,HRS}$ (LB94/TZ2P).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>HL-gap/eV</th>
<th>$\beta_{0,HRS}/10^{-30}$ esu</th>
<th>Substituent type</th>
<th>Compound No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-H</td>
<td>1.321</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>EDG/+I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-CH$_3$</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>EDG/+I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-Bu</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>EDG/+I</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-NH$_2$</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>EDG/+M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-OH</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>EDG/+M</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-Br</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>EDG/+M</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-CF$_3$</td>
<td>1.245</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>EWG/-I</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-CO$_2$H</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>219.8</td>
<td>EWG/-M</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-CHO</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>212.3</td>
<td>EWG/-M</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph-4-NO$_2$</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>157.6</td>
<td>EWG/-M</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from the values in Table 1 (for a plot, see Figure 3, left) that EWG substituents lead to significantly larger first hyperpolarizabilities in the [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-X)$_1$] clusters. We mainly relate the arising first hyperpolarizability of the clusters with EDG substituents to symmetry breaking due to the heterogeneous ligand layer. Further inspection of the trends in the +I substituents (compounds 2, 3 and 4) shows a good correlation between the strength of the positive inductive effect and the first hyperpolarizability. In other words, increasing the electron density in the aromatic ring leads to larger first hyperpolarizability.

The three +M-substituents studied here (NH$_2$, OH and Br; compounds 5, 6 and 7) scale as follows: with increasing +M effects (NH$_2$ > OH > Br), the first hyperpolarizability drops. In other words, increasing the electron density in the aromatic systems does not increase the first hyperpolarizability in these systems. This is in contrast to the ligands that merely show a +I effect. In clusters with -M-substituents (compounds 9, 10 and 11), the hyperpolarizability scales inversely with the strength of the -M effect (NO$_2$ > CHO > COOH), i.e. the stronger the electron acceptor, the lower the first hyperpolarizability. X = CF$_3$ (8) fits into this general trend, being a weak EWG substituent. Overall, however, it might be difficult to predict the effect of the substituent based on considering inductive
and mesomeric effects alone. As a general rule of thumb, the combination of cluster and aromatic ligand appears to be advantageous to optimize $\beta_{0,HRS}$: we considered a free ligand, HS-Ph-NO$_2$ ($\beta_{0,HRS} = 12 \times 10^{-30}$ esu), combining this ligand with the cluster leads to more than 10-fold increase of the first hyperpolarizability.

**Figure 3.** Left: Calculated static first hyperpolarizabilities of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{17}(\text{SPh}-4-X)]\) model clusters. The substituents can be grouped into electron donating groups with +I-effect (black) and +M-effect (blue), and electron withdrawing groups (-I-effect; green; -M-effect, red). Right: Calculated static first hyperpolarizabilities of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{17}(\text{SPh}-4-X)]\) model clusters, plotted against the Hammett constants of the substituents. EDG substituents and $X = \text{CF}_3$ (-I) are shown in black, EWG substituents (-M) in red.

In order to quantify the effect of the substituents on the first hyperpolarizability, we compared the Hammett constants $\sigma_p$ of the substituents$^{98}$ with the calculated hyperpolarizabilities. A fair linear correlation is observed for the +I-, +M- and -I-substituents, with increasing Hammett constant, a larger value is obtained (Figure 3, right). $X = \text{CF}_3$, albeit being a –I-substituent, fits well into this trend. The –M-substituents scale inversely, as the Hammett constant increases, the hyperpolarizability drops. This indicates that the Hammett constant might serve as a ‘ruler’ to predict and quantify the effect of substituents on (nonlinear) optical properties of thiolate-protected gold clusters, when aromatic thiolates are present. A quasi-linear correlation between the Hammett constant and first hyperpolarizability has been observed over a broad range of
substituents in purely organic chromophores; in the present case, the hyperpolarizability first increases with the Hammett constant, and but drops if the substituent is of the –Mä type. We assume that, depending on the ligand, the cluster acts as either electron acceptor or electron donor.

Apart from the electronic properties of the substituents, one might consider structural parameters. One of these could be the distortion of the icosahedral Au$_{13}$ core using continuous symmetry measures. However, no correlation between the distortion of the icosahedron and the first hyperpolarizability was observed (data not shown here). Thus, geometric structural effects do not affect the first hyperpolarizability in a predictable way, at least for the systems considered here.

*MPCs as pH sensors.* Based on the Hammett substituent constants, one would expect a massive increase in the first hyperpolarizability between 4-dimethylaminothiophenol ($\sigma_p$(N(CH$_3$)$_2$) = -0.83) upon methylation ($\sigma_p$(N(CH$_3$)$_3$)$^+$) = +0.82). This is understood when considering that the N(CH$_3$)$_2$ substituent can provide an electron pair and is a donor substituent. The methylated (or protonated) form is electron-deficient and therefore an acceptor. Similar behavior is expected for the NH$_2$/NH$_3^+$ pair ($\sigma_p$(NH$_2$) = -0.66; $\sigma_p$(NH$_3^+$) = 0.60), and the marked difference between the first hyperpolarizabilities would render such system an excellent nonlinear optical proton sensor; this could be exploited in local pH measurements in multiphoton microscopy applications. By extension of this argument, de-protonation of carboxyl-groups might lead to similar results. The dependence of HRS and SHG responses on the protonation state of the NLO chromophore has been described for small molecules, fullerenes and proteins. The calculated first hyperpolarizabilities of [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-NH$_3$)$_1$] (12), [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-N(CH$_3$)$_2$)$_1$]$^-$ (13), [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-N(CH$_3$)$_3$)$_1$] (14), and [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{17}$(SPh-4-N(CH$_3$)$_2$H)$_1$] (15) are listed in Table 2.

We define the contrast $C$ for pH sensing with NLO chromophores as the squared ratio of $\beta_{0,HRS}$ of the protonated and the deprotonated forms. The square is justified since both HRS and SHG measure the square of the first hyperpolarizability and nonlinear susceptibility, respectively, in the experiment. For the clusters with one $p$-aminothiophenol ligand (5) and its protonated form (12), we find $C = 88$. To our knowledge, the largest contrast to date was reported by Mancois et al. with $C = 675$.99 It
should be noted that in this particular case, the open and closed forms of indolinooxazolidine derivatives were studied. The two forms involve molecular rearrangement and the isomerism therefore likely proceeds at lower rate than mere (de)protonation as in our case, which would lead to an instantaneous change of the response. For the methylated amines (13 and 14), we find \( C = 1742 \), but it should be stressed that in this case an additional CH\(_3\) group was added and not a proton. When protonating the dimethylamine substituent (15), a record contrast of \( C = 1992 \) (against 13) was calculated.

**Table 2.** Optimized structures of 4-aminothiophenol substituted Au\(_{25}\) clusters, its protonated form, 4-dimethylaminothiophenol substituted Au\(_{25}\) clusters and its methylated and protonated form, their HOMO-LUMO gaps and static first hyperpolarizability \( \beta_{0,HRS} \). Also given is the contrast between the protonated and deprotonated as well as methylated and demethylated forms, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>( \sigma_p )</th>
<th>( HL)-gap/eV</th>
<th>( \beta_{0,HRS}/10^{-30} ) esu</th>
<th>Compound No.</th>
<th>( C = (\beta_{prod}/\beta_{deprot})^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( NH_3 )</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (NH_3)^+ )</td>
<td>+0.60</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(CH(_3))(_2)</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N(CH_3)_3^+ )</td>
<td>+0.82</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N(CH_3)_2H)^+ )</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1992(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a: \) unknown, but assumed to be close to +0.80; \( b: \) deprotonated form is compound 13.

**Push-Pull systems.** A long-standing paradigm for the optimization of the first hyperpolarizability is the creation of push/pull systems.\(^{108}\) Following this idea, we investigated two model clusters of the form \([Au_{25}(SCH_3)_16(SPh-4-X)_1(SPh-4-X')_1]\), where \( X = -M \) substituent and \( X' = +M \) substituent. Effectively, the cluster acts as a ‘conjugated linker’ between donor and acceptor (Scheme 2).

The two aromatic thiolates were positioned at opposite ends of the cluster, much like the situation observed experimentally in \([Au_{25}(SCH_2CH_2Ph)_16(SPh-4-Br)_2]\). We chose to consider \( X = CO_2H \) and \( NO_2 \), and \( X' = NH_2 \) (Table 3). For 16, little influence is found, as the first hyperpolarizability even slightly decreases when compared to \([Au_{25}(SCH_3)_17(SPh-4-X)]\) (specifically, compound 9 in Table 1).
Table 3. Optimized structures of [Au$_{25}$(SCH$_3$)$_{16}$(SPh-4-X)$_1$(SPh-4-X')$_1$] clusters, their HOMO-LUMO gaps and static first hyperpolarizability $\beta_{0,HRS}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>X'</th>
<th>HL-gap/eV</th>
<th>$\beta_{0,HRS}/10^{-30}$ esu</th>
<th>Compound No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$H</td>
<td>NH$_2$</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>213.4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>NH$_2$</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>284.2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scheme 2. Resonance between donor and acceptor ligands in compound 17. The Au$_{25}$ cluster is shown as yellow sphere. For clarity, only a short protecting unit (SR-Au-SR) is shown instead of a dimeric unit as observed in [Au$_{25}$(SR)$_{18}$].

In the case of (NO$_2$/NH$_2$) (17) a strong increase to 284.2 * 10$^{-30}$ esu is calculated. This value exceeds the added values for the mono-substituted structures with NO$_2$ (11) and NH$_2$ (5) substituents (which would be 161.7 * 10$^{-30}$ esu). This points to an effective charge transfer (CT).$^{109}$ Oudar and Chemla$^{110}$ defined the CT contribution ($\beta_{CT}$) to the total hyperpolarizability ($\beta_{total}$) as:

$$\beta_{total} = \beta_{added} + \beta_{CT}$$

In 17, this leads to $\beta_{CT} = 122.5 * 10^{-30}$ esu. The S-C distances in the acceptor ligands are shorter than in the donor ligands, while the S-Au(core) distances are longer than on the donor side. Furthermore, the S-C distances are shortened with respect to the monosubstituted compounds of the acceptor (9 and 11), while the S-Au(core) distances were elongated. Again, the opposite is observed when comparing the donor site to the corresponding monosubstituted cluster (5). The shortening/elongation of atom distances is more pronounced in 17 than in 16, suggesting that the CT-effect scales with this bond length alternation. Our results indicate that donor/acceptor systems could potentially be exploited for optimizing second-order NLO responses using thiolate-protected gold.
clusters. While the static first hyperpolarizability has not been calculated for many monolayer-protected gold clusters,\textsuperscript{80,81,93} the value computed for 17 is the largest thus far. The HOMO of 17 shows the superatomic character of the cluster (1P), but also extends into the functional ligands (Figure 4). The sulfur atoms of the thiophenolate ligands act as bridges between the delocalized superatomic electronic structure of the cluster itself and the phenyl rings, i.e. the delocalized system is effectively extended into the ligands. The LUMO shows only minor superatomic character, and is largely located on the \(-\text{Ph}-4-\text{NO}_2\) substituent, and the LUMO+1 is one of the superatomic D states. This explains the very small HOMO-LUMO (HL) gap of this cluster (0.089 eV). The superatomic energy gap between 1P (HOMO) and 1D (LUMO+1) is 1.239 eV, and largely unaffected by the ligand substitution. Therefore, the optical spectrum of 17 should show an additional transition at low energies (Figure 5), in contrast to \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{18}]^+\) (1) or experimental spectra.

**Figure 4.** HOMO (left), LUMO (middle) and LUMO+1 of \([\text{Au}_{25}(\text{SCH}_3)_{16}(\text{SPh}-4-\text{NO}_2)_{4}(\text{SPh}-4-\text{NH}_2)]^+\) (17) at the LB94/TZ2P level of theory (used to calculate the first hyperpolarizabilities). All structures are shown in the same orientation. The isosurface cutoff is 0.006.
**Figure 5.** Calculated absorption spectra of \([Au_{25}(SCH_3)_{16}(SPh-4-H)]^-(\text{II}, \text{black trace})\) and \([Au_{25}(SCH_3)_{16}(SPh-4-NO_2)(SPh-4-NH_2)]^-(\text{17, red trace})\). A new feature at ca. 0.5 eV emerges, which is due to excitation from the HOMO to the low-lying LUMO (metal-ligand charge transfer). At higher energies, the superatomic electronic structure of the cluster dominates the optical spectrum.

**Intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities.** Kuzyk has shown that the maximum first hyperpolarizability of a system can be expressed as:

\[
\beta_{\text{max}} = \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{\sqrt{m_e}}} \left( \frac{e h}{\sqrt{m_e}} \right)^3 \left( \frac{N}{E_{10}} \right)^{3/2}
\]

where \(N\): number of electrons and \(E_{10}\): HL gap.\(^{111,112}\) Thus, \(\beta_{\text{max}}\) (the fundamental limit for the first hyperpolarizability) relies on a small HL gap and a large number of electrons in the cluster. The electron count \((N)\) is as follows: the superatom contributes eight electrons, the sulfur atom in the aromatic ligand contributes two electrons, each phenyl ring contributes six electrons and each donor substituent increases the count by another two electrons. With \(E_{10} = E_{HL}\), we can estimate \(\beta_{\text{max}}\) for compounds 2 – 17 (Table 4). While gold is an element with strong relativistic effects,\(^{113,114}\) we ignore these at this point due to lack of information on how many electrons to consider in relativistic systems.\(^{115}\) Furthermore, thiolate-protected gold clusters would require including both non-relativistic and relativistic electron masses for the electrons, leading to additional complexity.

**Table 4.** Calculated maximum and intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities of compounds 2 – 17 according to Kuzyk’s model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X’</th>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{IRC3}}/10^{-30}) esu</th>
<th>(E_{10}/\text{eV})</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{max}}/10^{-30}) esu</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{zzz}}/10^{-30}) esu</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{int}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>1.321</td>
<td>2865</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CH₃</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tBu</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>2842</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NH₂</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>3383</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>3391</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CF₃</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>1.245</td>
<td>3525</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CO₂H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>219.8</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>12161</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>212.3</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>23280</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>157.6</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>317914</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(NH₃)⁺</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>5726</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>N(CH₃)₂</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>(N(CH₃)₃)⁺</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>10113</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(N(CH₃)₂H)⁺</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>9972</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CO₂H</td>
<td>NH₂</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>213.4</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>26765</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>NH₂</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>284.2</td>
<td>0.5²</td>
<td>177889</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: the energy of the first transition in the optical spectrum was used instead of the HL gap. b: all β⁺ tensor components are actually negative, the absolute values are listed.

Also, an ‘apparent gap’ between the measured first hyperpolarizability and the maximum first hyperpolarizability was noted. The ratio of these, the intrinsic first hyperpolarizability β_int = β/β_max, is typically close to 0.03. Breach of this ‘apparent limit’ is not forbidden, and several systems were shown to have values of β_int > 0.03. Following convention, we use the largest tensor components (β = β_zzz) and calculated the intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities for compounds 2 - 17. For 8 and 9 (X = CF₃ and CHO, respectively), an intrinsic hyperpolarizability of 0.034 is found; these values breach the apparent limit (Figure 6). Here, the combination of a) the advantageous effect of a –I- or –M-substituent, b) a comparably small number of electrons in the system since an acceptor substituent is present and c) (for compound 9) the largest HL-gap in the three clusters with –M-substituent that were considered here lead to the fairly large values of β_int. These guidelines might be taken into account for future optimization of the hyperpolarizabilities of MPCs.
**Conclusion**

In summary, we propose ligand exchange as a valuable strategy to induce significant second-order NLO effects to otherwise centrosymmetric thiolate-protected gold clusters. A series of thiophenol derivatives has been considered here, with both electron-donating and electron-withdrawing substituents in para-position relative to the thiol group. It is noteworthy that the static first hyperpolarizability can be manipulated over two orders of magnitude solely by changing the substituent. In general, electron acceptors appear to lead to larger values than electron donors. Overall, good correlation was found with the Hammett constant of the donor substituents. Protonation of amine substituents converts the donor into an acceptor substituent and this leads to a drastic increase of $\beta_{0,HRS}$. We propose such behavior as a nonlinear proton sensor for local pH measurements in biological applications.

We also considered doubly substituted clusters, and introduced both acceptor and donor. The calculated hyperpolarizabilities are larger than the sum of the clusters with the individual ligands, indicating a charge transfer. The computed values presented here are stronger than those published for any other monolayer-protected gold (or gold-silver alloy) cluster so far. Finally, we analyzed the structures in terms of Kuzyk’s quantum gap, and the intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities of 8 and 9 were found to breach the apparent limit of 0.03, nevertheless falling short of the best chromophores reported thus far.
the ligand exchange strategy seems a valuable concept to design second-order nonlinear scatterers through symmetry-breaking and fine-tuning of the electronic properties, it remains to be seen whether or not monolayer-protected metal clusters will be suitable compounds to close the apparent gap.

Supporting Information
Coordinates of the optimized structures are provided as .xyz-files.
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